


HIGH PRECISION
HIGHER SPEED

HIGHER QUALITY
HIGHER EFFICIENCY

HIGH FLEXIBILITY

Brotech - company history 

Brotech was founded in 2004 and is headquartered in 

Shenzhen, China, with a state-of-the-art production facility 

in Xi‘an, as well as branches and showrooms in Singapore, 

Germany, the USA, Mexico and Thailand. 

Brotech Digital Graphics has developed into one of the wor-

ld‘s leading providers of digital finishing systems and has 

developed a comprehensive range of specialized machines 

for processing labels. 

The broad portfolio includes systems for the processing 

and finishing of print labels as well as hybrid digital and 

finishing solutions for the printing industry, especially for 

the area of digitally printed labels. 

Brotech machines cover a wide range of products, including 

IML labels, heat shrink tubing, cut & stack labels, EAS, RFID, 

tickets, tags, brochure labels and of course standard adhesi-

ve labels.

Sales & Support - Europe 

PrintsPaul GmbH & Co.KG in Eschweiler / Germany, 

as European distribution partner of Brotech, presents 

numerous, ready-to-use systems in-house. 

The extensive equipment of digital printing machines 

in the system house PrintsPaul GmbH & Co.KG (HP In-

digo, Xeikon, Konica-Minolta, Inkjet and others) enables 

all interested parties a comprehensive insight into the 

business area „digital label printing“ in the complete 

production environment. 

Visits for a tour or for extensive tests with your own 

data and materials are welcome and possible in a 

timely manner by appointment. 

Eschweiler is also the location of the spare parts 

warehouse and the location of the specially trained 

technical service. 



DESCRIPTIONS

The Hybrid Line from Brotech - a universally applicable converting machine

Whether the printed web is temporarily stored in a buffer directly from the printing machine, or 
processed further from the roll in a step separate from printing, the HDF shows its advantages in 
every situation. Equipped with a buffer, web guide and roll holder with an intergrated lift, the HDF 
from Brotech can be used both inline and offline. The Hybrid Line can be ordered working from 
right to left as well as from left to right in order to match optimally the workflow process with your 
printing system.
A semi-rotary die-cutting unit, UV flexo, laminating station, slitter and matrix removal, as well as 
two units for rewinding round off the equipment.
 
• Can be ordered working right to left or left to right
• Buffer for a direct connection to your printing system
• Can be operated inline and offline
• Roll holder with lifter for easy handling
• Ultrasonic web edge control, for a precise run of the web
• Semirotative die cut unit with magnetic cylinder

Hybrid Finishing Line 
Inline and O�ine

HDF
330
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DESCRIPTIONS

The Modular CDF is a perfect cost effective multi functional 

digital label converting system on the market today. It’s all 

servo driven, has full rotary flexo and semi-rotary die 

cutting. The standard CDF features flexo printing, spot 

varnish, super varnish, cold foil, lamination, full Rotary / 

Semi Rotary die cutting, slitting, and dual rewind. Complete 

with a high grade UV system, it is easy and convenient to 

operate and reducing the waste greatly.

Max web width

Max unwind diameter

Max rewind diameter

Max die cutting width

Max semi-rotary die cutting speed

Max semi-rotary repeat length

Max mechanical speed

Die cutting registration tolerance

Power Consumption

Air supply

Rated voltage

Rated current

Size (length × width × height)

Machine weight

340mm

700mm

600mm

330mm

60m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

25kw

8bar

3PH+N+PE

43A

2.90×1.45×1.65m

2 T

430mm

700mm

600mm

420mm

60m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

25kw

8bar

3PH+N+PE

43A

2.90×1.55×1.65m

2.8 T

CDF 330 CDF 420Model

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CDF Digital Label Finishing System

MODULAR CDF 
330/420
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FUNCTIONING UNITS

Standard Features:
Full rotary flexo unit, for printing, spot varnish, super varnish, cold foil, lamination.

Semi/Full rotary die cutting unit, matrix remove, slitting and dual product rewind 

Suitable for magnetic cylinder or solid cylinder.

FEATURES & ADVANTAGES

1. Fully automatic servo driven flexo unit, for flexo printing, cold foil, lamination,

varnish and super varnish. UV dryer with chill roll to keep stable tension and steady 

temperature at all speeds.

2. Servo driven die cutting unit is with automatic registration system, can be

exchanged between full rotary and semi-rotary mode. Suitable for short or 

medium-long size label, especially for digital printed labels. 

3. Hot air dryer can be installed as option for water-based primer, coating,

lamination...etc. upon client request.

Die Cutting Flexo unit with cold foil Touch Panel

SUBSTRATES

Standard material is thickness 35~250um of f ilm/paper/

adhesive material/light carton board paper, 

other special materials will need to be tested.
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Hot Air Dryer (Option)

IML

All digital print f inishing

Electronics, cosmetics, packaging, pharmaceutical, 

transportation, toys, logistics, garments, security.

Applications
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DESCRIPTIONS

The CDF-S is the logical and long-awaited further development of the CDF, the compact, 
successful model for further processing of web-based applications from Brotech.

While the CDF only has a full-rotary flexo printing unit, this has been replaced by a semi / 
full-rotary printing unit on the CDF-S. This not only opens up completely new finishing 
options for the user with laminates and cold foils. There is now also the option of registe-
red imprinting on prefabricated label webs based on a mark. This is a great added value and 
makes the CDF-S the big brother of the CDF.

Equipped with unwinding, web edge control, semi / fully rotary flexo printing unit with LED 
UV drying, a semi / fully rotary die cutting unit, matrix removal, a slitter and a dual rewin-
der, the CDF-S is equipped ideally to cover a wide range of applications for converting 
printed or unprinted label webs.

Furthermore, the new CDF-S has all the well known genes of the CDF. It also impresses 
with the same compact dimensions, with the usual robust construction.

Max. rewind diameter 600 mm 600 mm

Max. die cutting width 330 mm 420 mm

Max. semi-rotary die cutting speed 60 m/min 60 m/min

Min. semi-rotary repeat length 101 mm 101 mm

Max. web width  340 mm 430 mm

Max. semi-rotary repeat length 457 mm 457 mm

TECHNICAL  SPECIF ICATIONS

Max. unwind diameter 700 mm 700 mm

Max. mechanical speed 120 m/min 120 m/min

Die cutting registration tolerance ±0.15 mm ±0.15 mm

Power consumption  25 kw 25 kw

Modell / Typ  CDF-S 330 CDF-S 420

Rated voltage  3PH+N+PE 3PH+N+PE

Air supply  8 bar 8 bar

Rated current  43 A 43 A

Size (length x width x hight) 2,90x1,45x1,65 m 2,90x1,55x1,65 m

Machine weight  2 T 2,8 T

Compactly Built Converting & Finishing
Plus Semi Rotary Flexo Unit 

CDF-S
330/420
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DESCRIPTIONS

The CDF Plus is multi-funtional updated version of CDF label 

converting system. While providing full rotary flexo 

printing, varnish, super varnish, cold foil, lamination, 

semi-rotary die cutting, slitting, the CDF Plus also comes 

with a sheeting and conveyor stacking capability. 

Max web width

Max unwind diameter

Max rewind diameter

Max die cutting width

Max semi-rotary die cutting speed

Max semi-rotary repeat length

Max mechanical speed

Die cutting registration tolerance

Power Consumption

Air supply

Rated voltage

Rated current

Size (length × width × height)

Machine weight

340mm

700mm

600mm

330mm

60m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

28kw

8bar

3PH+N+PE

50A

3.30×1.45×1.65m

2.5T

430mm

700mm

600mm

420mm

60m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

28kw

8bar

3PH+N+PE

50A

3.30×1.55×1.65m

3T

CDF PLUS 330 CDF PLUS 420Model

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CDF PLUS Digital Finishing System 
Featuring Sheeting and Stacking

CDF PLUS
330/420
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FUNCTIONING UNITS

Full rotary flexo unit: 
For flexo printing, varnish, super varnish, cold foil, lamination.

Semi-rotary die cutting unit: 
Quick and easy to exchange between full rotary and semi-rotary mode.

Suitable for magnetic cylinder or solid cylinder.

Sheeting: 
Automatic servo driven, accomplish variable sheeting jobs without chenging sheeting toolings.

Conveyor: 
Standard or special IML conveyor, movable and adjustable for different collection height and speed.

FEATURES & ADVANTAGES

1. Fully automatic servo driven flexo unit, for flexo printing, cold foil, lamination, varnish 

and super varnish. UV dryer with chill roll to keep stable tension and steady temperature 

at all speeds.

2. Servo driven die cutting unit is with automatic registration system, can be exchanged

between full rotary and semi-rotary mode. Suitable for short or medium-long size, 

especially for digital printed labels. 

3. Hot air dryer can be installed customer request as option for water-based primer,

which coating, lamination, upon client request.

4. Sheeting station with conveyor stacker.

Flexo unit with cold foil

Air suction unit for IML

Die CuttingSheeting

IML

SUBSTRATES

Standard material is thickness 35~250um of  film/paper/

adhesive material/light carton board paper, 

other special materials need to be tested.
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star wheel stacker

All digitally printed materials where roll to roll and 

roll to sheet capability is required.

Electronics, cosmetics, packaging, pharmaceutical, 

transportation, toys, logistics, garments, security.

Applications

www.bro-tech.eu 15|14



DESCRIPTIONS

The new Brotech SDF has become the industry’s most 

demanded label converting and finishing system. The 

machine is totally servo driven featuring semi rotary to 

full-rotary flexo print unit, semi-rotary to full rotary die 

cutting unit featuring pre-registration. The SDF is modular 

designed and can be reconfigured as the nature of your 

changes. Suitable for short, medium and long runs of all 

descriptions. The SDF is easy to operate, providing high 

efficiency and precision, and has a fast ROI for economy. 

Max web width

Max unwind diameter

Max rewind diameter

Max die cutting width

Max semi-rotary die cutting speed

Max semi-rotary repeat length

Max mechanical speed

Die cutting registration tolerance

Power Consumption  

Air supply

Rated voltage

Rated current 

Size (length × width × height)

Machine weight

340mm

800mm

600mm

330mm

60m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

39kw

8bar

3PH+N+PE

77A

4.9×3.1×2.3m

3T

NEW SDF330

430mm

800mm

600mm

420mm

60m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

39kw

8bar

3PH+N+PE

77A

4.9×3.2×2.3m

3.5T

NEW SDF420

530mm

800mm

600mm

 520mm

60m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

51kw

8bar

3PH+N+PE

100A

4.9×3.3×2.3m

4T

NEW SDF520Model

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SDF 
330/420/520
SDF Digital Label 
Converting & Finishing System
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SUBSTRATES

FUNCTIONING UNITS

FEATURES & ADVANTAGES

1. Fully automatic servo driven flexo unit is exchangeable between full rotary and

semi-rotary, flexo printing, spot varnishes, cold foil, lamination, and super varnish.

UV dryer with chill roll to keep stable tension and steady temperature at all speeds for

film applications.

2. Servo driven die cutting unit has both automatic registration system and manned

registration system, can be exchanged between full rotary and semi-rotary mode. The

SDF can use magnetic flex dies or solid cylinders, high precision and operate easily.

3. Optional hot air dryer can be installed for water-based primer, coating, lamina-

tion...etc.

4. Optional movable standard conveyor or IML conveyor for doing sheeting or IML jobs.

New Semi-Rotary Flexo Semi-Rotary Die Cutting

SlittingRewind Web Guiding System

11 | 12

Full Rotary/Semi Rotary Flexo Unit: 

The patented ”on the fly” feature is easy for operator to exchange the model between 

full rotary  and semi-rotary printing. Also provides extended print repeat range for 

spot varnish, super varnish, cold foil and lamination custom drop in colors. As well.

Full Rotary /Semi-Rotary Die Cutting : 

Patented “on the fly” operator can quickly and easily exchange the model between full 

rotary and semi-rotary die cut mode. Equipped with magnetic flex dies or solid cylinder.  

Standard material is thickness 35~250um of film/

paper/adhesive material/light carton board paper, 

other special materials need to be tested.

IML

Air suction unit for IML

Electronics, cosmetics, packaging, pharmaceutical, 

transportation, toys, logistics, garments, security. 

The SDF can run ALL label varieties. 

Applications
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SDF PLUS
Smart Modular Designed Digital Printed 
Label Converting & Finishing System

23 | 24

Flat bed hot stamping module

-National Invention patented 90°
rotatable hot stamping head.

-National Invention patented flat bed
pressing technology.

-Servo driven control foil saver,
upgradable to registered holographic embossing.

-Web and cross web direction hot foil stamping.

Semi-Rotary Flexo Unit

-Semi-Rotary Flexo technology.

-Fast and easy change for Semi-Rotary and Full-Rotary,
suitable for UV spot varnishing.

-Optional hot air dryer.

Semi-Rotary Die Cutting Unit

-Servo driven tension control.

-Magnetic cylinder or solid cylinder.

-Exchangeable between full-rotary and
semi-rotary die cutting mode.

Slitting Unit

-Stable and accurate slitting.

-Optional shear knife slitting and razor blade slitting.

-Optional Delam and Relam / Turn Bar.

Moveable Touch Screen

De-Lamination / Re-Lamination / Turn Bar (option) Flat Bed Screen Printing (option)Web Guiding, Electric Corona (option)

www.bro-tech.eu 21|20



SDF PLUS
Smart Modular Designed Digital Printed Label Converting & Finishing SystemSDF PLUS

Smart Modular Designed Digital Printed 
Label Converting & Finishing System

SDF PLUS 330/420/520
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Flat bed hot stamping module
-National Invention patented 90° rotatable hot stamping head
-National Invention patented flat bed pressing technology
-Servo driven control for saving, upgradable to registered holographic embossing.
-Along Web and cross web direction hot foil stamping

Full-Rotary Flexo Unit
-Servo driven tension control, quick removal of ink cassette, easy mounting of doctor blade
-Multi-function flexo unit for laminating, varnishing, cold foil or printing.

Semi-Rotary Flexo Unit
-Fast and easily changing for semi-rotary and full-rotary, suitable for UV spot varnishing
-Optional hot air dryer for water base priming or varnishing.

Semi-Rotary Die Cutting Unit
-Servo driven tension control
-Magnetic cylinder or solid cylinder

Moveable Touch Screen
-Operator friendly, maximize operation efficiency

Slitting Unit 
-Stable and accurate slitting
-Optional shear knife slitting or razor blade slitting.

Optional Rotary Silkscreen Unit
Optional Delam and Relam / Turn Bar
Optional Laser die cutting unit
Optional Flat Bed Screen Printing
Optional Flat Bed Die Cutting

Max. Web Width

Max. Unwind Diameter  

Max. Rewind Diameter  

Max. Die Cutting Width  

Semi-rotary Max. Speed

Semi-Rotary Max. Repeat Length 

Flat Bed Die Cutting Max. Mechanical Speed

Die Cutting Tolerance

Air Supply     

Rating Voltage

340mm 

800mm

600mm

330mm

50 m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

8bar

3PH+ N+ PE

430mm 

800mm

600mm

420mm

50 m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

8bar

3PH+ N+ PE

530mm 

800mm

600mm

520mm

50 m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

8bar

3PH+ N+ PE

SDF330 SDF420 SDF520Model

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

www.bro-tech.eu

Flat bed hot stamping module
-  National Invention patented 90° rotatable hot stamping head
-  National Invention patented flat bed pressing technology
-  Servo driven control for saving, upgradable to registered holographic embossing.
-  Along Web and cross web direction hot foil stamping

Full-Rotary Flexo Unit
-  Servo driven tension control, quick removal of ink cassette, easy mounting of doctor blade
-  Multi-function flexo unit for laminating, varnishing, cold foil or printing.

Full- / Semi-Rotary Flexo Unit
-  Fast and easily changing for semi-rotary and full-rotary, suitable for UV spot varnishing
-  UV drying, for full surface and UV spot painting.

Full- / Semi-Rotary Die Cutting Unit
-  Servo driven tension control
-  Magnetic cylinder or solid cylinder

Moveable Touch Screen
-  Operator friendly, maximize operation efficiency.

Slitting Unit 
-  Stable and accurate slitting.
-  Optional shear knife slitting or razor blade slitting.

Optional Rotary Silkscreen Unit
Optional Delam and Relam / Turn Bar
Optional Laser die cutting unit
Optional Flat Bed Die Cutting

Max. Web Width

Max. Unwind Diameter  

Max. Rewind Diameter  

Max. Die Cutting Width  

Semi-rotary Max. Speed

Semi-Rotary Max. Repeat Length 

Flat Bed Die Cutting Max. Mechanical Speed

Die Cutting Tolerance

Air Supply     

Rating Voltage

340mm 

800mm

600mm

330mm

50 m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

8bar

3PH+ N+ PE

430mm 

800mm

600mm

420mm

50 m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

8bar

3PH+ N+ PE

530mm 

800mm

600mm

520mm

50 m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

8bar

3PH+ N+ PE

SDF330 SDF420 SDF520Model

Optional Flat Bed Screen Printing
-  For applying varnish and paints, as well as other applications.
-  Print area of up to 310mm x 310mm.
-  Extended drying route and high performance UV dryer.

-  Fully servo driven.
-  Pneumatic locking unit.

-  Fast removal of the ink cartridge, easy assembly of the squeegee.

-  Optional hot air dryer for water base priming or varnishing.
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DL   
330/420/520

Max web width

Max unwind diameter

Max rewind diameter

Max die cutting width

Max semi-rotary die cutting speed

Max semi-rotary repeat length

Max mechanical speed

Die cutting registration tolerance

Power Consumption  

Air supply

Rated voltage

Rated current

Size (length × width × height)  

Machine weight

340mm

700mm

600mm

330mm

60m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

13kw

8bar

3PH+N+PE

21A

4.4×2.2×2.3m

2.5T

DL330

430mm

700mm

600mm

420mm

60m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

13kw

8bar

3PH+N+PE

21A

4.4×2.3×2.3m

3T

DL420

530mm

700mm

600mm

 520mm

60m/min

457mm

120m/min

±0.15mm

17kw

8bar

3PH+N+PE

27A

4.4×2.4×2.3m

3.5T

DL520Model

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DL multi-functional rotary 
die cutting system
In-Mould Label Die Cutting &
Collecting Conveyor
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DESCRIPTIONS

Servo driven full rotary die cutting unit (full rotary or 

semi-rotary), updatable by modular designed; Suitable for 

die cutting short or medium-long size labels, roll to roll or 

roll to sheet. With die cutting, slitting and sheet collection, 

combined high efficient and easy to operate.

www.bro-tech.eu 22 | 23



FUNCTIONING UNITS

Die cutting unit: 
Equipped with full rotary or semi-rotary mode, with magnetic cylinder or solid cylinder 

to die cut short run or medium-long size labels, especially for digital printed labels.

Slitting unit: 
With advanced shear slitting for precise and steady, slitting razor blade slitting or crush 

slitting, can be provided as opiton.

Conveyor unit: 
Servo driven movable standard conveyor or IML conveyor for sheeted label collection, 

speed is adjustable with steady sectionalized control.

FEATURES & ADVANTAGES

1. Auto/manual die cutting registration system, servo driven with magnetic cylinder

or solid cylinder. High precision and reduce material waste. Both full rotary or 

semi-rotary mode, for doing IML job with magnetic or solid cylinder to die cut short 

run or medium-long size labels.

2. Modular designed, updatable by adding more flexo units and die cutting units.

Die Cutting Air suction unit for IML IML Slitting

21 | 22

SUBSTRATES

Standard material is thickness 35~250um of 

film/paper/adhesive material/light carton board paper, 

other special materials need to be tested.

Electronics, cosmetics, packaging, 

pharmaceutical, transportation, toys, 

logistics, garments, security...etc.

Applications
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BF
330/420

DESCRIPTIONS

The Brotech BF has been developed for the converting 

system roll to roll ECL label converting market sector. It is 

capable of complete converting and finishing of ECL booklet 

labels of 4 to 24 pages and 50-250mm in length. Brotech’s 

patented feeder is designed to ensure stable and smooth 

registered feeding, quickly set up time and easy to opera-

tion. Alignment is controlled with 2 belts for transfer and 

equipped with accurate side-position registration, suitable 

for the folding of a broad variety of labels.

Max web width

Max unwind diameter

Max rewind diameter

Max die cutting width

Max running speed

Die cutting registration tolerance

Power Consumption  

Air supply

Rated voltage

Rated current

Size (length × width × height) 

Machine weight

340mm

700mm

600mm

330mm

12000 pieces/hour

±0.15mm

17kw

8bar

3PH+N+PE

22A

5.1×2.8×1.8m

2.5T

430mm

700mm

600mm

420mm

12000 pieces/hour

±0.15mm

17kw

8bar

3PH+N+PE

22A

5.1×2.9×1.8m

3T

BF330 BF 420Model

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ECL Booklet Label Converting System
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FUNCTIONING UNITS

Feeder: 
Motorized modular design feeding knife with blocks for smooth and stable feeding.

Alignment: 
2 belts transfer with accurate side-position registration for folding a wide variety of labels.

Lamination: 
Magnetic particle clutch to control smooth unwind/rewind, max lamination roll 350mm.

Die Cutting: 
Full rotary for use with magnetic or solid cylinders.

FEATURES & ADVANTAGES

Brotech’s patented feeder is equipped with a strong drive motor to ensure smooth 

delivery and accurate registration. As well Brotech design offers a modular designed 

feeding knife and blocks for smooth and stable feeding with perfect registration. A 

dual belt transfer system provides accurate side-position registration for folding a vast 

variety of labels. The all Servo driven die cutting station provides use with magnetic or 

solid cylinders for easy and highly efficient use and job change over.

Feeder AlignmentBelt Transfer Die cutting

29 | 30

SUBSTRATES

Standard material thickness 35um~250um of film/

paper/adhesive material/light carton board.  

Other special materials need to be tested.

Electronics, cosmetics, packaging, pharmaceutical, 

transportation, toys, logistics, garments, 

security, industrial/chemicalfgf...etc.

Applications
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TR
330/420/520

DESCRIPTIONS

Brotech’s most popular turret rewind system featuring, four 

servo driven rewind spindles. Auto hot melt gluing system for 

core gluing and roll closure producing non-stop rewind. Also 

featuring label length or foot/meter counting. Ergonomically 

designed, easy to operate, improves daily  efficiency and shift 

output while drastically reducing waste.

Max web width

Max unwind diameter

Max rewind diameter

Min slitting width

Air shaft spindle size

Max mechanical speed

Power Consumption  

Air supply

Rated voltage

Rated current

Size (length×width×height) 

Machine weight

340mm 

800mm

350mm

35mm

1"-3"

150m/min

8kw

100P.S.I

3PH+N+PE

16A

4.8×2.3×2.2m

1.5T

430mm

800mm

350mm

35mm

1"-3"

150m/min

8kw

100P.S.I

3PH+N+PE

16A

4.8×2.4×2.2m

2T

TR330 TR420

530mm

800mm

350mm

 35mm

 1"-3"

150m/min

11kw

100P.S.I

3PH+N+PE

21A

4.8×2.5×2.2m

2.5T

TR520Model

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TR Turret Rewind System
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Slitting unit: 
With advanced shear slitting for precise and steady slitting, optional razor blade 

slitting or crush slitting.

Rewind unit: 
4 air shaft spindles for non-stop rewind. Mandrel sizes 1”-3”. 

Core adapters available for 4”-6” applications. Features both length and label count.  

Tail Glue and Roll Closure: 
2 sets of automatic hot melt gluing system for rewind.

FEATURES & ADVANTAGES

1. High efficient four spindles are driven by imported motors; Two sets of automatic

hotmelt gluing system, non-stop rewinding could be set by label length or label

numbers; efficient and convenient for on-line or off line jobs.

2. Optional die cutting unit, with magnetic or solid cylinder to die cut short or

medium-long size labels.

Slitting unit Rewind unit Gluing unit
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TECHNOLOGIES

SUBSTRATES

Standard material is thickness 35~250um of film/paper/

adhesive material/light carton board paper, 

other special materials need to be tested.

Electronics, cosmetics, packaging, 

pharmaceutical, transportation, toys, 

logistics, garments, security...etc.

Applications
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FS  
330/420/520

DESCRIPTIONS

New FS is a label quality inspection, slitting, and rewinding 

system, with imported servo driven 3”/76mm air shaft for 

unwind/rewind. Can stop automaticly against winder diam-

eter. The unwind partan choose loop-closed tension catrol. 

Equipped with world lead automatic inspection system and 

advanced shear knife, suitable for max 700mm diameter 

label roll slitting, rewinding, and 100% inspection.

Max web width

Max unwind diameter

Max rewind diameter

Max inspection width

Min Slitting Width

Max Mechanical Speed

Power Consumption

Air Supply

Power Supply

Size (length×width×height)

Machine Weight

340mm

700mm

500mm

330mm

20mm

300m/min

10 KW

8 Bar

3PH+N+E

3.1×1.0×1.8m

1.5T

430mm

700mm

500mm

420mm

20mm

300m/min

10KW

8 Bar

3PH+N+E

3.1×1.1×1.8m

2T

NEW FS330 NEW FS420

530mm

700mm

500mm

520mm

20mm

300m/min

13KW

8 Bar

3PH+N+E

3.1×1.3×1.8m

2.5T

NEW FS520MODEL

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FS Label slitting & rewinding
& inspection system
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FUNCTIONING UNITS

Inspection: 
World lead fully automatic 100% inspection system, mark and classify all the defects,  

limit waste, increase customer’s satisfaction and improve return on investment.

Slitting: 
Advanced progressive shear knife for precise and steady slitting, optional razor blade 

slitting or both.

FEATURES & ADVANTAGES

1. World lead automatic 100% inspection system, mark and classify all defects, limit-

waste and improve ROI.

2. Advanced progressive shear knife for precise and steady slitting, optional for razor

blade slitting or both.

Inspection Platform Slitting Inspection System Unwind

SUBSTRATES

Standard material 35~250um thickness film/paper/

label/light carton board paper, 

other special materials need to be tested.

Electronics, cosmetics, packaging, 

pharmaceutical, transportation, toys, 

logistics, garments, security labels...etc.

Applications
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TDL
330

DESCRIPTIONS

The Brotech TDL table die cutting machine, a compact label 

finishing system which focuses on small run production 

orders including self-wound film lamination. Perfect for 

small to medium size production and proofing at low and 

medium speeds. Small size allows for easy and fast opera-

tion and flexible digital job conversion in spaces as small as 

an office.

Max web width

Max unwind diameter

Max rewind diameter

Max mechanical speed

Die cutting registration tolerance

Rated voltage

Rated current

Size (length × width × height)

Machine weight

340mm

350mm

350mm

15m/min

±0.20mm

3PH+N+PE

15A

1.2 × 1.3 × 1.6m

500KGS

TDL330MODEL

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Tabel Top Die Cutting Machine
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FUNCTIONING UNITS

Dry lamination unit: 
Magnetic powder clutch rewinding and tension automatic feedback control.

Die cutting unit: 
Full rotary and semi-rotary die cutting can be quickly exchanged, adapting to various 

magnetic cylinder or solid cylinder die cutting rolls.

FEATURES & ADVANTAGES

1. Focus on small-volume production and compact label post-processing system,

suitable for production and proofing of low-speed, small-volume orders. The opera-

tion is simple and quick, and the order conversion is flexible.

2. Small size of the machine, it can be placed directly in the office and other places,

regardless of space constraints, depending on the conditions of use, whether or not

have pneumatic for whole machine is required.

3. Now upgrade to add dry lamination & razor blade & slitting function to achieve

one-stop office label proofing.

SUBSTRATES

Standard material is thickness 35-250um of film/paper/

adhesive material/light carton board paper,

other special materials need to be tested.

Electronics, cosmetics, packaging, pharmaceutical, 

transportation, toys, logistics, garments, security 

etc.

Applications
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DESCRIPTIONS

The "DF800" series from Brotech - inline and offline usable - with a web width of 800 mm. 

With the "DF800" series from Brotech, a new era begins in the processing of web-based 
print products. Not only the working width of 800 mm is almost groundbreaking. The 
flexibility in configuration and operation also sets new standards. All systems can be 
operated both inline and offline and work at a speed of up to 60 meters per minute. All 
models are specially designed for inline operation with an HP Indigo 20000. In addition, the 
systems can be equipped with a buffer in order to optimize production processes and avoid 
downtime during production. 

In Expansion Stage I, the series is equipped with a sheeter, which converts the printed web 
into sheets in the exact format.
The Expansion Stage II is adittionally to the sheeter supplemented by an integrated 
lamination station in order to add a finishing to the printed products.
In Expansion Stage III, the machine is equipped with a flexo printing unit, a slitting unit and 
a dual rewinder. Depending on the application, the machine can b equipped with a UV or 
hot air dryer.
The Expansion Stage IV completes the offer and is, in addition to the Expansion Stage III, 
equipped with a semi-rotary punching unit and matrix removal.

The figure shows Expansion Stage III

Flexo-Printing-Unit - Expansion Stage III Hot-Air-Dryer - Expansion Stage III

Slitter - Expansion Stage III Dual-Rewinder - Expansion Stage III

Inline and O�ine Finishing Solution 

DF-800
Digital Packaging and Label 
Converting & Finishing System
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Die Abbildung zeigt die Ausbaustufe III

Cutting-Accuracy  ± 0,3 mm

Cutting-Length  500 - 1.100 mm

Cutting-Width  800 mm

Processing-Speed  max. 60 m/min

Web width  max. 800 mm

Cutting-Speed  max. 60 m/min

TECHNICAL  SPECIF ICATIONS

Unwinder  Diameter max. 800 mm

Substrate-Weight  100 - 250 gsm

Air Supply  8 bar

Power Supply  3 PH + N + PE

The figure shows Expansion Stage III

The Brotech "DF-800" was specially developed for the fast and economical processing and 
finishing of digitally printed packaging products. Thanks to the modular design, a fully 
servo-controlled web tension control system and the intelligent HMI interface, this device is 
also particularly suitable for small and medium-sized runs.

The "DF-800" can be used for almost any offline or inline finishing process. The performance 
features include, depending on the expansion stage, lamination, UV varnishing, coating, 
cutting, foiling, stacking, punching and matrix removal.

The "DF-800" is the professional finishing solution in connection with the "HP Indigo Press 
20000" digital printing system. This printing machine is widely used in the production of 
flexible solutions for packaging, packaging lamination, advertising materials, gift wrapping 
paper, wallpaper, decorative paper, photography products, publications and labels, etc.

Converting & Finishing
in a new Dimension
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SM
500
Shrink Sleeve Glue Sealing Machine

DESCRIPTIONS

A high speed machine for welding PVC, PET or other suitable webs for 
the production of shrink sleeves. Compact and well-designed to keep 
set-up times for different orders to a minimum.

• Servo-controlled and equipped with automatic web tension control to 
ensure constant web tension during operation.

• Ultrasonic equipped web edge control, for a precise run of the web and 
a correct application of  adhesives.

• Equipped with an oscillating rewind to obtain stable rolls with the end 
product due to the lateral offset during rewinding.

Unwinder maximum diameter 600 mm

Rewinder maximum diameter 600 mm

Accuracy  ≤ 0,5 mm

Power supply  380V, 50Hz

Sealable web width  min. 100 mm

Speed  (mechanical) max. 350 m/min

TECHNICAL  SPECIF ICATIONS

Sealable web width  max. 500 mm

Current consumption  11.000 W
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PrintingPlus Quality Inspection Software 

> Basic Functions and User Interface
Inspection results of each product Comparison between master image and defected one

00
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Real time image of products 

02 High Inspection Precision 

100% print inspection is truly 
achieved that the PrintingPlus 6.0 
software reliably identifies every 
small defect like a colon or a 
decimal point in text. 

04 Easy to Use 

T he PrintingPlus 6.0 is very easy 
to use, only basic computer 
skills are needed. User simply 
follows few steps on screen to 
finish template setup process in 
few minutes. Clear instructions 
of tolerance adjustment are 
provided to facilitate users to 
quickly set up wanted template. 
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Real time image of defects Tolerance setup on different defect type 
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01 Scientific Quality Standard 
New software algorithm enables reliable and 
strong inspection performance. To ensure the 
accuracy of inspection, it only needs one master 
image as reference for job setup. No studying or 
training of multiple products, it can greatly improve 
the reliability of inspection and reduce false alarm. 

03 Accurate Classification of Defects 
PrintingPlus 6.0 software accurately identify different 
defects type and category, the operator can set 
different quality standard on defects type and region 
of interests to achieve minimum false alarm and best 
inspection performance. 

,_..._,,_ _05 Faster than every system you have seen before 
T he software only needs ONE computer to achieve the 
processing speed and reliable performance of 4-6 computers. 
Due to the advanced algorithm, the system can achieve high
speed inspection while still remain high accuracy of inspection. 

Optional Modules

CodeHERO
�  Barcode, 2D code, �equence number, 
OCR  and other variable date type accurate 
veri�cation and inspection.
� Achieves decoding speed of �00 codes per 
second
� Automatically e�traction of variable data 
when setup quality standard.

ColorHERO
�  Monitoring 20 color zones at the same time
�  Color �uctuation curve monitoring and real-
time alarm
�  Color variation detection accuracy of E�2
�  �upported di�erent Delta E calculation 
method and thresholds for ideal result.

ProofHERO
�  �upported multiple camera images stitching 
together for proo�ng.
�  �upported various �le types including PDF, 
JPEG, TIFF, BMP etc.
�  �upported di�erent PDF layer setup.
�  Compatible o�ine PrintingProof system.
�  Automatic brightness calibrition.

GradingHERO
�  �pecial alarm and handling process of 
severe or continious quality issues to prevent 
any human-caused errors.
�  Intelligent and precise defects classi�cation.
�  Trackable of every quality issue.
�  Defects analysis and quality report to 
improve production and management.

LUSTER 
Quality Inspection Systems
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Label Inspection 

The LabelRoll series are specifically developed for quality inspection of narrow web applications and labels such as 
beauty & personal care label, food label, healthcare label, beverage, wine and premium drink label, pharmaceutical 
label and other narrow web applications and labels. Being able to be applied on the whole label printing workflow, the 
Label Roll products not only can help users to reduce production cost, but also enhance production efficiency and quality 
management level, which means more profit and competitiveness for your business. 

■ Product Samples

>sample of Defects

Broken 
substrate 

Scratch 

Ink stain 

Glue mark 

Black spot 

■ Variable Data Defects

DM Code QR Code 

Bubble 

Die-cutting 
positioning error 

Crease of 
lamination 

Barcode 

u·_:� �:::• § 
"' 
"' 
0 

"' 
0 

5ml o 

■■a■(■AUl 
■Lll■*I■alt*l!t 

Smudge 

Excessive Glue 

Crease 

SN Code 

Image blur 

Dirty Spot 

Varnishing defect 

r 7 

OCR 
L _J 

OCR 

White spot 

Mis-registration 

Foreign Object 

1III li�llll Ill 
PDF417 

Solutions

 ledoM deilppAsnoituloS

Printing Press: Inline Inspection

Slitter Rewinder: Offline Inspection, 
automatic control and stop on defects

Workflow Solution: Inline Inspection 
and Rewinder/Doctor Machine

LabelMaster-P inspection system

LabelMaster-F inspection system

LabelMaster inspection system, Central Server, 
Data Viewer Software and Rewinder/Doctor Machine 
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Inline Inspection Solution

Offline Inspection Solution

�  Installed on printing machine, to effectively control print quality, avoid large amount of waste and save production cost, 
and also control color consistency.
�  Real-time light and sound alarm, as well as visual alarm
�  
experiences.

defect position to remove and replace the defect product. The operator can also control and skip the defects that do not 

Light
and

sound

Start Finish

Inspecting

Only stop when severe problem occur

Setup Quality Standard
Live monitor control of print products

Start
Finish

Inspecting

Setup Quality
Standard Slitting

Removing & Replacing
the defected label

Automatically stop on defect position

alarm

Inline Inspection and Doctor Machine Workflow Solution
Inline inspection system installed on printing machine to monitor product quality, avoid continuous waste and record 
defects data which will be automatically transferred to central server for review and data editing. Rewinder/Doctor 
machine will automatically download defects data and stop on the critical defect positions for removal and replacement. 

Installed on printing machine like flexo press, letter press and digital press, the LabelMaster-P series inline quality 
inspectionsystem can 100% control print quality for all narrow web applications and labels to reduce waste, production cost 

variation, improper stamping& die-cutting, variable data etc.. Integrates optical system into one box, camera and light source 

Main Features

Wide-adapt ive  opt ica l  des ign and i l luminat ion 
enables LUSTER’s system to stably detect all kinds 
of defects on different substrates, including high-

requirements and easy to maintain. 

Only need one master image as reference for job 
setup, no learning or training process of multiple 
images or previous image, to achieve the most 
genuine and accurate result. PDF proof reference job 
setup also supported.Automatic recognition, automatic 
calibration, automatic extraction and positioning and 
other automatic features to greatly reduce setup time 
to have quick start. Wizard and simple user interface 
enable operators to easily understand and operate.

esU ot ysaEmetsyS lacitpO tnellecxE

Remove and replace
defected products

Light
and

sound
alarm

Inspecting

Stop when severe problem occur

Server

Start

Setup Quality Standard

Start Finish

Multiple rewinders/ doctor 
machines can be connected

Review
 & edit 
defects 

data

Download defects data

Finish

LabelMaster-P Series Inline Quality Inspection
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LabelMaster-P
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LabelMaster-F

◆

◆

0N-10N

(Optional): 

5 0.13(4K)

4

2

10

>LabelRoll-RS Series Roll-to-Sheet Offline Quality Inspection

LabelRoll-RS has the same function with LabelRoll-F, but added sheet cutting unit in the end. It integrates function of 
printing quality inspection, sheet cutting, eliminating defect sheet and stacking of good sheets. 

J 

[Technical Specifications] 

Material thickness 

Material width 

Platform speed 

Max. unwinding dia. 

Max. rewinding dia. 

Sheet cutting length 

Stacking height 

Air pressure 

Dimensions 

Weight 

Mechanical Platform Specifications (330mm) 

1 00µm ~ 300µm 

40mm ~ 330mm 

200m/min(rewinding) 60m/min(sheet cutting) 

<l>800mm 

<l>800mm 

100mm~450mm 

100mm 

0.4 MPa~0.6 MPa clean compressed air 

5815 mm x 1200 mm x 1500 mm (L xw x H) 

About 1.8 tons 
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>LabelRoll-LT Series Offline Quality Inspection

LabelRoll-L T series is specially developed for printing quality inspection of electronic label, textile label, irregular die
cutting label and other label type with high sensitivity of tension. Our innovative hardware and structure design simulate 
manual rewinding action to achieve low tension, neat edge and zero excessive glue issue. 

[Main Features] 

• Strong inspection performance

It can detect min. 0.03mm2 size of defects to achieve extraordinary inspection results and less false alarm, especially for 
defects like broken writing, missing print often occurs on intermittent rotary letter press and PS plate press.Customer can 
also add variable data inspection module for accurate barcode, 2D code inspection andverification. 3D defect inspection 
is also available for defects like bubble, crease, scratch and excessive glue . 

• 
Easy to use 

Quick and easy to finish job setup. Support tolerance setup on different region of interest and different defect type. The 
operator can save the job template of same product and re-use it for quick start. For inspection of different batch of same 
products, you can also quickly replace reference image by clicking one button to start the whole inspection process. 

• 
Low Tension Control 

Innovative hardware and structure design that simulate manual rewinding action to achieve low tension, neat edge 
and zero excessive glue issue during inspection. 

LabelRoll-LT

Electronic label, textile label, irregular die-cutting label and other label type with high 
sensitivity of tension

Opaque, transparent, re�ective materials, and clear on clear labels

◆ Common defects: Dirty spot, ink spot, white spot, missing print, mis-registration,
improper die-cutting & stamping, broken writing, color variation, foreign objects etc.
◆ 3D defects: bubble, scratch, excessive glue, varnishing and coating errors etc..

1D-Codes 
CODE128, CODE39, CODE93, EAN8, EAN13, UPCA,                        

UPCE,ITF, CODABAR 

2D-Codes QR, DM, PDF 417

SN Codes SN Code that contains numbers and capital letters 

Sequence Inspection   Sequence mistake, repeated number, wrong number

20mm-330mm

60m/min-80m/min

Model

Application

Material Type

Defect Type

Variable Data
 (Optional) 

Web Width 

Speed

Max. web width

Max. operation speed

Max. unwinding dia.

Max. rewinding dia.

Web guider

Rewinding accuracy

Size of rewinding/ unwinding 

Defect stop precision

Rewinding/unwinding tension 

Air pressure 

External dimensions

Weight

Me��a���al��la��o�����e����a��o����������

Te�����al���e����a��o��

330mm

�450mm

�450mm

±20mm

0~30N

0.4 MPa~0.6 MPa clean compressed air

2200 mm × 1200 mm × 1350 mm (L ×W× H)
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DESCRIPTIONS

AOL's automatic intelligent cutting system has a fully 
automatic vacuum table and automatic material feed. 
The equipment with 4 tools includes 1 knife for cutting, 
1 knife for kiss-cut, a creasing-wheel and a pen as well. 
The machine has a CCD camera, which significantly 
improves the cutting accuracy.
AOL cutters are widely used to make packaging and 
signs. In addition to paper, cardboard, stickers and vinyl, 
many other materials can be processed.
The machine is inexpensive equipment for the producti-
on of samples and entire productions.

Sheet and web based printed or unprinted 
materials, in small and medium runs, for the 
production of stickers, tags, displays and folding 
boxes.

Applications

Cutting size max. 600 x 900 mm 400 x 600 mm

Cutting thickness  ≤ 2 mm ≤ 2 mm

Accuracy  ± 0,1 mm ± 0,1 mm

Mark reading  CCD-Camera equipped CCD-Camera equipped

Feed tray  up to 600 sheets up to 600 sheets

File formats  PLT, HPGL, DXF PLT, HPGL, DXF

Power supply  220V, 1 phase 220V, 1 phase

Current consumption  2.200 W 2.200 W

Modell / Typ  AOL-0609 AOL-0406

TECHNICAL  SPECIF ICATIONS

Cutting speed  200 - 1.300 mm/s 200 - 1.300 mm/s

System dimensions (L x W x H) ca. 2.440 x 1.000 x 1.100 mm ca. 2.140 x 800 x 1.100 mm

System weight  380 kg 280 kg

Multi Purpose Cutting Equipment 

AOL-0609
AOL-0406
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Rotary Die-cut
 Systems

Sheet  Converting Die-cut Systems
 DP-A4055 and DP-A4874

DESCRIPTIONS
Sheet size min. 240 x 280 mm 240 x 280 mm

 max. 400 x 550 mm 480 x 740 mm

 grooving max. 0,4 mm 0.4 mm

Flexible die dimension max. 400 x 560 mm 480 x 750 mm

 dimension min. 160 x 100 mm 160 x 100 mm

 material thickness 0,8 mm 1 mm

Accuracy  ± 0,1 mm ± 0,1 mm

Feed tray hight max. 500 mm 500 mm

Speed cycles/hour max. 6.000 max. 6.000

Power supply  200-240V, 1 phase, 50/60Hz 200-240V, 1 phase, 50/60Hz

Current consumption  2.500 W 4.500 W

Modell / Typ  DP-A4055 DP-A4874

TECHNICAL  SPECIF ICATIONS

Material thickness die cutting 0,13 - 0,5 mm 0,2 - 0,5 mm

System dimensions (B x W x H) 3.680 x 980 x 1.250 mm 4.690 x 1.310 x 1.620 mm

System weight  1.100 kg 2.440 kg

The DP-A4055 and the DP-A4874 are two compact, semi-rotary die cutting 
machines for sheet processing. You have one magnetic cylinder for holding 
flexible die cutting sheets for lots of various areas of application.
  
Their areas of application range from die-cut stickers to for punching out 
complete folding boxes. Grooving and punching is possible in one step with 
one tool only. Just the product ends up in the tray. The waste is automatically 
removed after die cutting, so no time-consuming, manual processing is 
needed any more. A bookmark reader contributes to an extraordinary accuracy 
during operation.  
  
Both machines are also ideal for short runs or recurring jobs, with short setup 
times and more intuitive operation. 
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RANGE OF  SUBSTRATES

Applications
All digitally, as sheet goods printed or unprinted 
materials, in small and medium runs, for the 
production of stickers, tags and folding boxes, 
for industry and trade, or also for the private end 
user.

Standard materials such as film, paper, cardboard and also 
self-adhesive material, whether printed or unprinted, with a 
thickness of 130µm to 500µm can be used.

Many other special materials can be processed, but must be 
tested individually ... 

ULTRASONIC-ANILOX-CLEANER
 
Small, compact and easy to clean because the entire housing is made 
of stainless steel. Provided with drive rollers on one side, the dirty 
anilox rollers are continuously rotated in the ultrasonic bath during 
cleaning. This ensures simple and, above all, effective cleaning. 

The cleaner is available in three different widths, 370 mm, 490 mm and 550 mm. The roll holder can be variably
adjusted so that even narrower rolls can be cleaned in the device without restrictions.

LITTLE HELPERS
TO MAKE EVERYDAY LIFE EASIER



HYDRAULIC ROLL LIFTER
 
Easy to use. Light but robust, this lifter enormously simplifies 
handling heavy rolls of printing material, be it the simp-
le transport of rolls or, in particular, the exchange of roll 
material in the printing press or in further processing. After 
a short time, this helper will have established itself as an 
indispensable part of the equipment in your company.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

• Manual hydraulic lift
• Roll width 330mm (max.)
• Roll diameter 800mm (max.)
• Roll weight 250 kg (max.)
• Lifting height 1.400 mm (160-1.560 mm, max.)
• 840 x 650 x 1.700 mm (L*W*H)

UMSPULER PP-600
 
The PP-600 is a very robustly designed rewinder with a variety 
of uses. Whether simple winding and rewinding or simultaneous 
cutting in use, all of this and much more are tasks for which the 
PP-600 is built for. This is made possible, among other things, 
by the stepless control of web tension and speed, as well as an 
ultrasound-controlled web guide. Even as a simple rewinder, the 
PP-600 can be used directly behind a printing press.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

• Web width 600 mm (max.)
• Unwind/rewind unit 3“/76 mm
• Roll weight 40 kg (max.)
• Power supply 220 Volt / 1 kW
• Machine weight 300 kg
• 950 x 1.110 x 1.120 mm (L*W*H)

OPTIONS

• Slitting unit (razor knives)
• Electronic counter for running meters

Especially suitable for small to medium runs, this label ap-
plicator is characterized by extremely short set-up times and 
easy handling. Reliable in operation, it delivers best results 
when labeling bottles, beverage cans or other cylindrical 
objects.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

• Microswitch controlled operation
• Optical detection of the label length (20 mm min.)
• Label width 150 mm (max.)
• Power supply 220 V / 50 W
• Weight 35 kg
• 640 x 350 x 460 mm (L*W*H)

SEMI-AUTOMATIC LABEL MACHINE  PP-SAL-150

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

• Tabletop device with horizontal winding
• Web width 200mm (2“) - 330mm (3“)
• Roll diameter 450mm (max.)
• Adjustable WEB TENSION
• Adjustable speed
• 640 x 420 x 680 mm (L*W*H)

TABLE-TOP LABEL REWINDER

OPTIONS

• Fixing for different roll cores (1“,2“,3“)
• Left / Right rewind
• Web guide unit
• Meter counter
• piece counter
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LABEL PRINTER
 OKI Pro 1040/1050

Versatile and Professional Label 
  Printing for Impressive Labels

DESCRIPTIONS

The OKI Pro 1040 and the OKI Pro 1050 are two very compact digital printing 
systems, which are primarily intended for the production of stickers and labels in 
small and medium runs. The very compact design makes it possible to operate the 
printing systems in almost any environment, be it an office or in a larger production 
environment.

It is printed on roll material with a width of up to 130 mm. You can use pre-cut 
labels, with and without removed mesh, as well as plain paper. A sensor to read a 
black-mark, or the space between two labels, enables precise printing on pre-made 
Labels.

While the OKI Pro 1040 uses the CMYK inks, the OKI Pro 1050 also is eqipped with 
white toner as a fifth color. Numerous options when using white toner set almost no 
limits to your creativity.

Optional you can control the printing process of both models by using a GolorGate 
RIP. In addition to higher color accuracy, this gives you many other advantages 
while printing your files. 

TECHNICAL  SPECIF ICATIONS

Print resolution    1.200 x 1.200 dpi, 600 x 600 dpi

Media width    Roll media: 25,4 mm (1 Zoll) bis 130 mm (5,1 Zoll)

Media thickness    0,076–0,250 mm

Print image width    25,4 mm bis 125,76 mm

Print speed    Max. 152,4 mm/s (6 Inch/Sec.)

System dimensions (B x W x H)   1.040 x 477 x 441 mm

System weight    62 kg (Printer with Unwinder)

Power supply    230 V ±10 %, 50/60 Hz ± 2 %

Interfaces     USB 2.0 (High Speed) and 1000BASE-T/100BASE-TX/10BASE-T

Current consumption    Max. 1.200 W

minimal print margin    top: 2,12 mm, bottom: 2,12 mm, right: 2,12 mm, left: 2,12 mm

Modell / Typ    OKI Pro 1040 / OKI Pro 1050

Rolldiameter    Max. Ø 203,2 mm on a 76,2 mm (3 Zoll) Roll Core

Print image length    12,7 mm bis 1.320,8 mm

Option availiable
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Applications
Digitally, from roll to roll materials to be printed, in 
the smallest and small runs, for labels, imprints, 
individualizations, personalizations and other 
printed products, for industry, trade and commerce.

SUBSTRATES

Standard materials such as film, paper, self-adhesive material 
and transparent materials in a media width from 30 mm up 
to 130 mm, with a media thickness between 76 µm and 250 
µm..

Many other special materials can be processed, but must be 
tested individually ...

Main Unit - OKI Pro 1050 Unwinder Five Color Stations - OKI Pro 1050

FEATURES

Mechanically switchable color units:
The fact that the color units can be switched off mechanically, individually, means that there is no cost due to wear 
when a color is not used. For example, you can switch off C, M and Y completely and only print with black toner. 

Easy replacement of toner and drum:
The toner and drum form a single unit. Both components are renewed together, for each color individually, cleanly 
and in no time. This ensures that printing is always carried out with optimal quality. The risk of bad printed labels 
caused from worn components is minimized.

Easy maintenance:
Wear parts can be replaced and cleaned by the user. Service times are minimized, costs are reduced and the printer 
is ready for use again in the shortest time possible. 

Compact structure:
Due to the compact design, these printers find their place in almost any environment. So even an unused desk in the 
office can become a small production environment.

Rewinder (optionally available):
With the optionally available rewinder, you are able to produce directly from roll to roll. Stickers printed on a 
prefabricated web can be dispensed from the roll immediately.

WHITE  TONER (OKI  Pro  1050 on ly )

With the OKI Pro 1050, white toner is available as a fifth color. You can set effects on transparent labels, for 
example, highlight or preprint selected areas with white color. Create metallic effects on silver print media 
and cover other areas with white. This is a decisive added value in the design options for your stickers and 
labels.
If the fifth color is not used, simply switch it off mechanically. This saves resources and production costs as 
well.
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A3+ PRINTER
 OKI Pro 9542

Sheet Printing with a wide Variety 
  of Options, including White Toner

DESCRIPTIONS

The OKI Pro 9542 has been specially developed by OKI for the requirements in the 
graphic area. In this environment, it also impresses with prints on colored media 
thanks to its white toner with excellent color brilliance.

Whether simple office communication or banners at the point of sale, with the OKI 
Pro 9542 you put your products in the focus of your target group. But it not only 
skilfully masters the simple poster. Special media such as envelopes, metallic papers 
and foils, as well as special foils for the easy creation of screen-printed films, are its 
strengths. Stand-up pouches for the packaging of all kinds of goods, including food, 
can also be printed with it.

The OKI Pro 9542 not only finds its place in an office environment, but is also 
intended for use in production thanks to its robust design.

Optionally, the printer can be controlled with a ColorGate RIP. In addition to higher 
color accuracy, this gives you many other advantages when outputting your files, 
especially when it comes to the production of samples and small runs of packaging 
and folding boxes. 

SUBSTRATES

Standard materials such as foil, paper, self-adhesive material, 
envelopes, colored cardboard, transfer foils and transparent 
materials up to 360 g/m².
Exostencil Screen Prep Paper for the uncomplicated, 
environmentally friendly and chemical-free production of 
screens for screen printing.

Many other special materials can be processed, but must be 
tested individually ...

All digital printing applications in small to medium 
runs, for communication and advertising, labels, 
individualizations, personalizations and many other 
print products, for offices, industry, trade and 
commerce.

Applications

Option availiable
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